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Subject: Commonwealth Roundtable on International Trade and Economic Diversification in the 

Hunter.  

Date: Wednesday 6 October, 2021 

To: The Hon. David Gillespie, Minister Assisting the Minister for Trade; Senator Perin 

Davey, Nationals Whip in the Senate 

From: Amanda Watson, Policy and Public Affairs Manager, Business Hunter on behalf of the 

Roundtable attendees  

 

Objectives:  

1. Provide a comprehensive overview of the opportunities for the Commonwealth to boost 

economic stimulus as well as deliver long term strategic investment in the Hunter, 

Australia’s largest regional economy. Such investment will support global trade 

interactions and export growth in emerging industries that will advance the national 

interest. Some of the priorities detailed below are known by the Commonwealth through 

existing advocacy and engagement, other priorities might be introduced to the 

Commonwealth through this submission.  

2. We will demonstrate that the Hunter region is poised to do the heavy lifting with ‘go’-

ready projects and nationally-important strategies that, if unlocked, will help the NSW 

and Australian economic recovery.  

3. Our business groups and industry stakeholders showed in the Roundtable that we, as a 

region, are aligned on what is required to sustain economic growth and diversity for the 

Hunter. As a result of the Roundtable with the Minister and the Senator, the Hunter 

region Roundtable participants have jointly identified four (4) priorities for 

Commonwealth involvement and investment as outlined below.  

 

Summary of priorities: 

- Diversification of the Port of Newcastle Container Terminal – Port of Newcastle 
- Route attraction and capital investment in Newcastle Airport to fast-track international 

terminal – Newcastle Airport Pty Ltd. 
- Establish Hunter International Trade & Business Concierge – Business Hunter, 

HunterNet, University of Newcastle Business School 
- Extend regional industry STEM research, skills and product development, and 

commercialisation export precinct – University of Newcastle 
- Support the significant regional defence industry opportunities for export markets 

globally. 
 

Submission developed in collaboration with Roundtable attendees: 

Bob Hawes, CEO, Business Hunter   Greg Whiteley, Whiteley Corp 
Ivan Waterfield, CEO, HunterNet Mark Apthorpe, University of Newcastle Business 

School  
Rod Henderson, Managing Director, Ampcontrol  Boris Novak, Industry Adviser, HunterNet 
Peter Cock, CEO, Newcastle Airport Pty Ltd Alex Zelinsky, Vice Chancellor, University of 

Newcastle 
Hennie du Plooy, Committee for the Hunter Board  
Ross Cadell, Port of Newcastle 
Matt Howell, Tomago Aluminium 
Jeff Philips, Varley Group 

Submission Contact: Amanda Watson, Policy & Public Affairs Manager, Business Hunter. 
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Priority: Diversification of the Port of Newcastle Container Terminal ($XX) 

We know that restrictions in the capacity and diversity of activity at the Port of Newcastle 

(PoN) is significantly hampering import and export capabilities across the Eastern 

Seaboard.  

The structure of the privatisation and competition arrangement with the NSW Government 

further impedes on the PoN’s capacity to respond to national freight and international trade 

requirements. The current NSW Government container caps are anti-competitive. Because of 

these restrictions, our own regional industries are constrained in their freight and supply chain 

competitiveness, having to road transport supplies from the Hunter, down the M1 motorway to 

Botany where stock is then subject to extensive and unnecessary export schedule delays as a 

result of port congestion.   

We urgently call on the Minister Assisting the Minister for Trade and Investment to work 

directly with NSW government to remove the container cap so PoN can proceed with 

Stage 1 of the Multipurpose Deepwater Terminal (MDT). With this project commencing, 

the PoN can play its part and plan to address shipping import and export congestion 

immediately. The PoN can equip the Commonwealth with details and requirements to 

fast-track the MDT project through public-private partnership funding at the national 

level.  

Secondly, the PoN seeks remediation by the Commonwealth to correct the anomaly in the 

National Access Regime that sees non-declared assets liable for the arbitration provisions 

reserved for declared assets. We support a continuation of the measures on page 189 of the 

2021-22 Budget Papers No. 2 in relation to this issue.  

Priority: Route attraction support ($2m) and funds to fast-track development of 

International (CODE E) Terminal ($55m) – Newcastle Airport (NTL). 

We believe there are a few simple yet high-impact steps we can take with the 

Commonwealth Government to unlock this economic potential quickly, once a few 

hurdles are cleared. 

With capacity to create 4,410 jobs and add $12.7Billion to the national economy, NTL is 

upgrading its airfield to accommodate long-range, long-haul aircraft (Code E). This upgrade has 

been made possible with a valued injection of $66m in funding from the Commonwealth to 

achieve Defence Infrastructure goals. However, we want to ensure this investment meets its full 

potential.  

The Hunter is ready to position this investment as a broader capital growth asset for outer-

metropolitan NSW. Trade and investment portfolio contributions to support larger, diversified and 

more frequent route attraction incentives for international </=CODE E passenger and freight 

aircraft to be accommodated by this airfield expansion will be a straightforward investment to 

complement the significant investment to upgrade the runway.  

All Hunter stakeholders are in lockstep to deliver a strong return on future investment from the 

Commonwealth to unlock the potential of NTL with infrastructure and international freight 

enabling upgrades that can connect freight, transport, and international tourism from a suitable 

Newcastle International Airport Terminal over to the M1 and feed into the North and North 

Western road and rail corridors from the Hunter, as well as the obvious links to Greater Sydney. 

We are committed to make the CODE E airfield expansion work to its full potential for the 

Hunter, and beyond to these north and north-western regions of NSW.  
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1. Route attraction funding ($2m) 
NTL is seeking to attract new international routes to the region and is prepared to invest 

significant funding to attract and market them. Historically, however, NTL has been losing out to 

other states’ international routes due to governments in these jurisdictions offering subsidies to 

entice market expansion and route attraction.  

We believe a short-term subsidy and attraction system at the Commonwealth government 

level will send a strong signal to international carriers and put Newcastle airport on an 

even keel to motivate diversified and larger scaled regional airline uptake in our facilities. 

The below tables indicate the investment the airport is willing to make to attract and market 

these routes. It will also allow the Commonwealth to leverage NTL as a viable alternative air 

traffic corridor to Mascot for larger freight and passenger aircraft to dock in our region. It also 

gives a conservative estimate of the economic benefit and return on investment.  

Destination 
Proposed 

commencement 

date  

NAPL 

investment 
(Year 1)  

Total 

stimulated 

inbound NSW 

visitors 

Job creation 
Total Additional revenue 

to NSW regional visitor 

economy p.a. 

International     

NTL - AKL Q4 CY2022 $1.4M 8,887 65 $28.3M  

NTL - SIN Q3 CY2023 $3M 15,815 41 $50.4M  
OVERALL 

TOTAL 
 $4.4M 33,589 106 $78.7M 

 

2. Terminal funding: enabling infrastructure to unlock international route attraction 
and Hunter regional destination development ($55m) 
 

Having heard the Prime Minister’s enthusiasm to prioritise international travel as part of the 

National Roadmap, expanding inbound international flight capacity into the nation’s most 

populous state appears to be a ripe opportunity for further stimulus investment by the 

Commonwealth.  

An international Code E airport in Newcastle, will stimulate significant visitation to north 

and north-western NSW, driving $6.2B in incremental value to the NSW visitor economy 

over the 20-year life of the airfield. A further $6.7m will be added through increased 

freight activity across the same time span.   

The NTL airfield upgrade to CODE E has established a strong pipeline for deliverables through 

partnership with Williamtown airbase, national and international Defence industries including 

Astra Aerolab. It is without doubt that this investment will open regional growth opportunities tied 

to aerospace industry sectors for our region.  

To help Government realise greater international tourism, freight, defence capability and 

industrial growth into NSW, we are recommending a tri-partnership between Newcastle Airport 

Pty Ltd (NAPL), and aligned Hunter business and industry leaders, with the NSW and 

Commonwealth Governments to fast track the development of a passenger terminal with 
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international tourism and freight capacity. Without a terminal to match the aircraft, this 

benefit will not be realised.  

The airfield construction works are due to be completed in late 2023. This is well timed to match 

the opening of international markets following a new COVID normal environment. NTL also 

needs to upgrade and expand both its terminal and increase its aprons space. These upgrades 

are estimated to cost around $55Million. Design is underway, with construction required to 

commence in Q2 CY2022 to be available to coincide with the completion of the airfield upgrade. 

Priority: Establish Hunter International Business and Trade Concierge to 

consolidate international business grants, and kickstart regional trade 

investment opportunities pertinent to the Hunter across Investment NSW, NSW 

Trade Commission and Austrade (Pilot funding $1.5m over three years) 

Export development that was once performed by Austrade has gradually been outsourced via 

the development of Free Trade Agreement Market Entry Grants and SME Export Hub grants. 

Compounding this, many states have fielded state trade commissioners in various markets.  

International business development has faced many blockages with the advent of COVID and 

this has even affected many forms of federal and state representation for export development. 

There are many international trade related initiatives from the federal government at the 

moment, but they are spread over a range of government agencies, departments and ministries. 

Trying to keep track of them all, especially for SMEs, is not easy.  

However, research shows significant opportunities emerging as the major economies move to a 

COVID recovery phase. As mentioned, the Hunter region is the country’s strongest regional 

economy and as such is both poised and in lock-step across industry to do the heavy lifting for 

the state and nation in key trade areas. 

Greater coordination and linking of initiatives would help to exploit synergies and 

achieve a bigger “bang for the Commonwealth buck”. As a start, an International 

Business and Trade Regional Concierge for dissemination of any and all information 

related to international trade would be a clever investment for the Commonwealth to 

make across regional Australia – with a pilot model growing from the Hunter.  

Of assistance would be a federal government action similar to that listed in the NSW Trade 

Statement which would “develop a SME focused trade barrier identification program and 

concierge across levels of government to facilitate streamlining and barrier removal”. 

Trade focus areas exist in the Hunter to:  

- Execute various State and Federal Energy Roadmaps and exploit new international 

hydrogen export markets optioned by the Commonwealth’s Hydrogen Hub investments, 

and access to export trade via the Port of Newcastle (PoN). Further, we prioritise rapid 

development of electricity storage: commercially viable storage at scale. This is the 

essential enabler for increased penetration of weather dependent renewables. No point 

flooding the grid with solar during the day – and pushing coal/gas to the brink of 

extinction – only for solar to shut down at night and not have a dispatchable source. 

 

- Support new defence and aviation industry capacity building for the Eastern 

Seaboard of Australia. Comprehensive ADF connectivity exists in the Hunter to 

support many Naval (PoN), RAAF (Williamtown), new International CODE E runway in 
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the pipeline and Army (Singleton) capacity building initiatives, including the new AUKUS 

opportunities, in defence and aviation construction and exports, and personnel, skills, 

and research and development achieved through comprehensive partnerships with 

TAFE NSW, University of Newcastle, and defence industry training partners. 

 

- Sovereignty in manufacturing - which will be dependent upon the establishment of an 

extensive education, skills and research pipeline, as well as investment attraction to 

complement government support. Recognising that foreign states/supply chains will also 

be looking to repatriate sovereign manufacturing capabilities, exploring how to leverage 

this emerging world order is essential. Areas requiring support include funding 

assistance for collaborative digital manufacturing (3D additive and 3D scanning) at 

scale, allowing greater levels of on demand manufacturing for small batch throughput, 

as well as setting up licencing agreements to leverage advanced offshore Intellectual 

Property to onshore local manufacturing of foreign sourced innovations and establishing 

sovereign know-how and production in absent local products and supply chains. 

Harmonising this with International Business Development as outlined above would 

provide focal areas of activity. 

 

- There are similar prospects for the Hunter to expand the NSW reach into growth 

industries such as Medical Technologies to capitalise on the John Hunter Hospital 

expansion and precinct, with existing research capability through Hunter Medical 

Research Institute (HMRI) skills capacity building similarly required and already 

exemplified across the organisations listed. 

With pilot program funding from the Commonwealth, Business Hunter, HunterNet and the 

University of Newcastle’s Business School are committed to collaborating on establishing and 

delivering a Trade Concierge model in the Hunter, appropriately governed through involvement 

of all relevant Hunter trade stakeholders, so the government can see how an invigorated 

approach to connecting markets around the world can help regional NSW exporters and aspiring 

exporters hit the ground running.  

Funds would contribute to a regional attaché to Investment NSW and Austrade to 

establish comprehensive, regionally focused international delegations to attract exports 

from diverse international markets. 

Funding Allocation Sought over 
Three Financial Years  
Item  

 
FY 2022/23 

 
FY 2023/24 

 
FY 2024/25 

Personnel Resourcing (inclusive) 
- Manager/Coordinator 
- Industry Adviser 
- Support Officer  

 
$180,000  
$130,000 

$75,000 

 
$180,000 

$130,00 
$75,000  

 
$185,000 
$135,000 

$80,000 
Conferences, travel and 
accommodation, marketing  

$30,000  $30,000  $30,000  

Administration expenses - phone, 
website, subscriptions, IT  

$15,000 $15,000 $15,000 

Motor vehicle expenses $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 
Total  $455,000  $455,000  $470,000  
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Priority: Extend regional industry STEM research, skills and product 

development, and commercialisation export precinct – University of 

Newcastle  

A mutual goal of the Australian Government and universities is to see greater 

collaboration between universities and Australian business, and to maximise economic 

and social returns. One measure to achieve this return is to engage industry partners to 

commercialise research, and to identify skills gaps to meet new industry demand 

domestically and globally.  

The University of Newcastle is actively partnering with local industry to co-design courses and 

train a pipeline of highly skilled graduates the jobs of tomorrow in the Hunter. As the education 

and research partner of business in the region, the University underpins new energy, resources, 

health and medicine ventures with research to solve industry issues, and jointly designed 

curriculum in areas of skills gaps. Partnering with industry to design courses that are fit for 

purpose is a key part of our approach, and recent examples include the Bachelor of Aerospace 

Systems Engineering, designed with Lockheed Martin and BAE Systems, B Renewable Energy 

Engineering, B Medical Engineering and B Data Science. To prepare for the future predicted 

need in the Hunter and Upper Hunter, we are working with government to ensure student 

funding delivers for students from these areas.  

The University also leverages its existing research and development infrastructure to support 

industry to bring products, services and solutions to market. One example is Ampcontrol’s Water 

Purification Technology which has enormous global export potential. There is more in the 

pipeline for business and academia to collaborate on, subject to enabling funds and capital 

investment for physical space to meet demand for research and development. The emerging 

energy sector is a prime example. The Hunter seeks Commonwealth support to prioritise rapid 

development of electricity storage: commercially viable storage at scale. This is the essential 

enabler for increased penetration of weather dependent renewables. The University can swiftly 

enable commercialisation of existing research into battery storage for renewables at scale. 

To serve the rapidly changing needs of the energy and resources export industries in the 

Hunter, the University is working with CSIRO on plans to further develop the region’s nation 

leading industrial research precinct, the Newcastle Institute of Energy and Resources (NIER). As 

the only regionally embedded industrial scale pilot plant in energy and resources, NIER is a 

global leader in solving industry problems and global challenges, while training the next 

generation of industry researchers. The NIER industrial precinct is already home to government 

networks, start-ups and scale-ups.  

Business Hunter supports the University in seeking capital investment from the 

Commonwealth to further enhance this capability by closer involvement with CSIRO 

Energy onsite at the Callaghan campus, with the potential to create a game-changing 

precinct for the Australian resources and energy sectors meeting both domestic and 

international demand for research, business growth and workforce expertise, 

commercialisation and product development across the energy supply chain, and 

demand for energy supply and services.  
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Priority: Support Hunter Defence Taskforce (HDT) to expand on the 

significant regional defence industry opportunities for export markets 

globally (>$350,000*pa) 

The Hunter region in general, but the aerospace industry opportunities surrounding 

RAAF Williamtown, offers significant export opportunities for defence industry within the 

region. The air base is the focus of the ADF’s Air Combat, Battle Management and future 

Missile Defence capabilities and is being delivered by a number of major defence primes 

and supporting regional SMEs for world leading technologies. 

In particular, major defence projects such as Air 6500 (air battle management and theatre 

ballistic missile defence), the establishment of the regional support hub for F-35 for the southern 

Pacific Rim, the likely deployment and integration of the Loyal Wingman project into the air 

combat capability of the RAAF at Williamtown and significant high end continuing development 

of the E-7 aircraft, provide very significant opportunity for export of technology and support from 

the Hunter’s defence industry.   

The aerospace precinct surrounding the RAAF Base will be the hub for much of the integration 

and development of these systems.  There has been significant interest already from Western 

allies and regional countries in these capabilities under development.  When coupled with the 

high-end regional Simulation Industry Alliance being developed in the Hunter and the track 

record internationally of many of the contributing companies, huge potential exists in the training 

and Virtual Reality export market in the defence and commercial space. 

When coupled with Williamtown's Code E runway upgrade to wide body international standard, 

this offers very substantial world-wide connectivity and export support. 

One of the barriers to leveraging a viable return on investment for the government is the 

restriction of financial capacity to engage our export potentials in defence industry in the global 

marketplace. As a not-for-profit with definitive and restricted budgets to meet this important 

element of industrial development success, HDT is applying to the Austrade Export Market 

Development Grant (EMDG) Scheme seeking $150,000* from this scheme; however the 

scheme is highly competitive. Should we be unsuccessful in our bid, the Hunter defence industry 

would be significantly disadvantaged by limited efforts to take our defence wares across shores 

in a global defence trade market.  

To complement the ongoing commercial viability of the Hunter defence industry, and to provide 

personnel to facilitate this success, HDT also seeks an additional $200,000* recurrent annual 

funding to establish an ongoing regional industry development adviser connected to HunterNet 

and, if granted, connect into the Hunter International Trade and Business Concierge, detailed 

above. This additional person would target supporting defence export opportunities in particular 

and global supply chain management for the Hunter region. 

*In total, we are seeking up to $350,000 across two Schemes ($150K EMDG) and 

Commonwealth Government recurrent funding ($200K) to kickstart and sustain 

international trade of the Hunter’s defence industry across the EMDG and the annual 

funding support to HDT for personnel and associated costs, which would enhance 

project funding allocations already provided through the NSW Government.  

 

 

 


